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Six Weeks Period: First Grade Level & Course: 11th Physics (PHSPHU2L1) 

Timeline: 20  Days Unit Title: Unit 02 Kinematics in One Dimension 
and Graphing Motion 

Lesson # 1 

Stated Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

P.3 Scientific processes. The student uses critical thinking, scientific reasoning, and 
problem solving to make informed decisions within and outside the classroom. The 
student is expected to: 
 
P.3F Express and interpret relationships symbolically in accordance with accepted 
theories to make predictions and solve problems. 
 
P.4 Science concepts. The student knows and applies the laws governing motion in a 
variety of situations. The student is expected to: 
 
P.4A Generate and interpret graphs and charts describing different types of motion, 
including the use of real-time technology such as motion detectors or photogates. 
 
P.4B describe and analyze motion in one dimension using equations and graphical vector 
addition with the concepts of distance, displacement, speed, average velocity, 
instantaneous velocity, frames of reference, and acceleration 
 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key Understandings Graphs, charts, and equations can be used to show the relationship between 
variables of motion 

The apparent motion of an object depends on the position and motion of an observer. 
  
Vectors describe and relate an object’s motion mathematically within its frame of reference. 

Misconceptions ● Students may think that acceleration and velocity are always in the same direction. 
● Students may think that displacement, velocity, and acceleration graphs of an 

object’s motion have similar appearance. 
● Students may think that objects with zero acceleration are not moving. 
● Students may think that an object thrown into the air has zero acceleration at the 

highest point. 
● Students may think that acceleration is a term applied only to objects with an 

increasing speed. 
● Students may think that acceleration due to gravity, g, is a force 

Key Vocabulary  ● Kinematics – the study of how things move 
● Vector – physical quantity that has both a magnitude and a direction 
● Scalar – physical quantity that has a magnitude only 
● Velocity – vector quantity that measures rate of change of position of an object 
● Acceleration – vector quantity that measures the rate of change in velocity 
● Displacement – vector quantity which refers to an object’s change in position (final 

position – initial position) 



● Speed – scalar quantity that refers to the distance traveled per unit time 
● Distance – scalar quantity that refers to the total length traveled 
● Average velocity – total displacement divided by time 
● Instantaneous velocity – vector quantity that refers to the velocity at any single point 

in time 
● Frame of reference – the perspective from which motion is observed 
● Magnitude – absolute value describing quantity, not direction 

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, 
Notes 

Day 1-  
Engage/Explore/Explain 
 

Objective: We will use a few relative motion situations to 
challenge how we think about motion & practice 
representing motion using motion diagrams. 
 
Bellringer How do you know that something is moving? What 
evidence would it take to convince you that something is 
moving? (don’t overthink it) 

Introduce Δ to mean change of something (Final-initial) 
Pass out quiz & review as necessary. 
 
Engage 
Animation of Earth's Orbit to emphasize relative motion, 
observer, reference frame  
Group Discussion Opener: Show different slides of person on 
moving train walking vs stationary observer 
 
Just like musicians need a way to model the sound they 
want (by writing their music with symbols), we’ll need a 
way to model types of motion 
 
 Explore 
Group up in teams of 3. Introduce concept of motion diagrams; 
A motion diagram will use vectors to represent velocity.Motion 
Diagrams Lab Procedures To speed up the process, Have 1 
third of the class collect data for the slow, one third collect data 
for the fast, and the other for the ramp. Have student groups 
trade data 
 
 
Closing Task: I will create a story that explains/corresponds with 
different dot motion diagrams. 

Motion OL Day 1 Slides 
Motion Diagrams  
 
P.4B describe and analyze motion 
in one dimension using equations 
and graphical vector addition with 
the concepts of distance, 
displacement, speed, average 
velocity, instantaneous velocity, 
frames of reference, and 
acceleration 
 
 
 
alternate assignment 
Read 
Lesson-2/Ticker-Tape-Diagrams 
and complete 
Concept-Builders /Motion-Diagrams  

Day 2 – Explain/Extend 
Evaluate 
(informal/formative) 
 

Goal for today:  Describe motion verbally with distance, 
displacement, scalars/vectors, speed, velocity & acceleration & 
Uniform Motion. 
 
Review Quiz 
 
Show dot diagram, say how can we tell how fast and in which 
direction was it going? We don’t know from just the dots, we 
need arrows (vectors). Use slides to introduce Vectors & 
scalars, then distance, displacement, speed & velocity. 
 
 
Option 1: If done with Lab report: Complete Distance vs 

Motion OL Day 2 Vocab & 
Concepts Slides  
● position, origin, 

distance, magnitude, 
vector, scalar, time 
interval, 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jHsq36_NTU
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B60raornjpO9Y3d0Z0JLVERWN0U/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YG4q2yJAdzF49FjxA-CGsA9i-x7aHkDh9KxRVuVuUJU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YG4q2yJAdzF49FjxA-CGsA9i-x7aHkDh9KxRVuVuUJU/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11i08CH7iPK5KvljiBzPt_9k9MeG80e7L-uDH9XPThZ4/edit#slide=id.g4017287b4b_0_115
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11i08CH7iPK5KvljiBzPt_9k9MeG80e7L-uDH9XPThZ4/edit#slide=id.g4017287b4b_0_115
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/1DKin/Lesson-2/Ticker-Tape-Diagrams
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Kinematics/Motion-Diagrams/Interactive
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nCdGfK3y8TEUdPvRqwR19DobXTU8mhiDQkkwJF3WnOQ/edit#slide=id.g2471aa448d_0_15
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nCdGfK3y8TEUdPvRqwR19DobXTU8mhiDQkkwJF3WnOQ/edit#slide=id.g2471aa448d_0_15


Displacement Worksheet 
 
Option 2: If not done with Lab Report: Finish Lab report and 
then complete worksheet for homework 
 
Describing motion verbally with distance & displacement  
Check a few, discuss quickly speed & velocity & acceleration 
concepts do 1 or 2 calculations. 
Describing motion verbally with speed & velocity 
Physicsclassroom.com worksheets 
Consider Khanacademy (average velocity and speed in 1 
direction: word problems & average velocity and speed with 
direction changes: word problems) 
 
Closing Task: I will to draw dot diagrams of constant speed, and 
then accelerated motion.  

Day 3 – Engage/ 
Explore/Explain 

Objective: Contrast Uniform Motion with Uniformly Accelerated 
Motion 
 
Trade-n-Check Worksheet 
 
Bellringer:  Can two cars moving with the same speed collide? 
b. Can two cars moving with the same velocity collide?  
 
1st challenge: Use a water bottle and after 4 tasks, what rule 
can you come up with to describe the motion of the bubble 
4 motions:  
A.From rest, speeding up while moving forward 
B. While walking forward, slowing down 
C. From rest, speeding up while moving backward 
D.  While walking backward, slowing down 
 
Show smarter every day baffling balloon behavior for direction 
of acceleration. 
 
Acceleration notes with Think/Draw pair share with neighbors 
throughout.  
work thru 4 of the first challenge and 2 of the 2nd 
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Kinematic
s/Motion-Diagrams/Interactive  
 
P. 67 5-10 

Motion OL Day 3 
Acceleration  
 
 
 

Day 4 –Explore/Extend 
 
Wed August 29 2018 

Return Lab for motion diagrams 
 
 
Objective:Create/Analyze a few graphs of basic motion in 
preparation to try to walk out types of graphs using new motion 
sensor software 
 
Physicsclassroom Position/Time lab 
 
 
● Student Directions for Moving Man (if sensors not available) 
Closing Task: I will demonstrate (actually walk out) motion with 
direction/speed changes of a position time graph. 

Motion OL Day 4 
Graphing Motion Slides  
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=sdaZ9JSEjDU 
http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=oRiUwN9kVFo 

https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Kinematics/Motion-Diagrams/Interactive
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Kinematics/Motion-Diagrams/Interactive
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1umWQIhyvPy-WmPpHxefFTUEwvlQcV7zAb8qZ5HQckj0/edit#slide=id.g3eb72d475b_0_178
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1umWQIhyvPy-WmPpHxefFTUEwvlQcV7zAb8qZ5HQckj0/edit#slide=id.g3eb72d475b_0_178
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lzR_x8uE8emnT7RNZFKpBuaAJhg7EuccEumwrZG2GWs/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DuBCQKPHbztfs4I1FrUpiFAMPASKypQ4Yt-Ib5GjVxY/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DuBCQKPHbztfs4I1FrUpiFAMPASKypQ4Yt-Ib5GjVxY/edit
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdaZ9JSEjDU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdaZ9JSEjDU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRiUwN9kVFo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRiUwN9kVFo


Day 5 -Evaluate/ 
  
 

Discuss Slope 

BR page 42.  # 13 & 14 

class #20 

● Complete example problem 3 and assign groups of 
students to complete and present one of the practice 
problems from page 48, #30 & ps 38 & 40. Share on board. 

 
P.55  # 66  (a,b,c) 
P. 56 # 70 (b,c,d) 
P. 57 # 1, 2, 4 

Pop Quiz 

Motion 1D Day 5  

Day6- Engage/Explore Evaluate 

Bellringer: 
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/mmedia/kinema/trip.cfm 
Show animation, ask: Calculate the average speed of the car. A 
cop then pulled you over, the speed limit was 25 mph, did you 
get a ticket? (did you go faster than 25, explain?)   (introduce 
instantaneous velocity vs average velocity  
 

Physicsclassroom K.6 Velocity Time Graph Lab (just data 
collect) 
 
Little Dudes Graphing Velocity Time Graphs  
Closing Task: Translate + velocity & - acceleration from a 
pos/time graph to a vel/time graph 

Motion OL Day 6  

Day 7 – Elaborate After Bellringer: demo phet moving man to show slow 
negative velocity & fast negative velocity 
 
Read p. 63 answer the get it ? 
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Little_Dudes_IV_UAM.p
df  
 
Distribute Phyzjob What_Do_They_Mean.pdf  for individual 
practice. 
 
Work thru Phyzjob Whats_Goin_On.pdf  as a class on the 
projector. 
 
 
 
Share Phyz Graphical_Kinematics Notes.pdf on g classroom  
 
Closing Task: I will translate one event to p/t & v/t graphs. 
 
or Describing motion with vel. time graphs & describing motion graphically 
physicsclassroom.com  worksheet 

● Motion OL Day 7  

Day 8 –Elaborate  
 
wed Sep 5 2018 

Objective: Practice interpreting motion 
show answers for assigned problems from yesterday. 
 

Laptop Cart 
 
1D Motion Day 8  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kdTjCD1H4jf2gPSTTh9G-toIoKD9jUxviAjdZnZplG8/edit#slide=id.g404a54d540_0_0
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/mmedia/kinema/trip.cfm
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_E7qhqvkhybFZ3rWMvglFBVm8RoHvHOLe3Ut_LFkXcE/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1b0hjEohkufsn7es-6GSsxoQFFlGJujQ_WvBfKyW3tF4/edit
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Little_Dudes_IV_UAM.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Little_Dudes_IV_UAM.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-What_Do_They_Mean.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Whats_Goin_On.pdf
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/G-Graphical_Kinematics.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kkioHcsolfP9mwkBV9VkWP4vpfBecl1MtyzikJpD4sc/edit#slide=id.g3eb736281d_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wpX0yNq5T96D0yCe7l48CDorG8k7B899QF5QDTGavww/edit


https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/1-D-Kin
ematics/Two-Stage-Rocket/Two-Stage-Rocket-Interactive  
(Have students work to get 13 of the concept questions 
(omitting calculating slope & area) 
 
Concept Builder Graph that motion interactive Once students 
are done with Rocket Simulation 
As students finish, have them verify with teacher that the quiz 
was completed. 

Day 9-Explain/Evaluate 
 

Team  Which One Doesn’t Belong  as described in Slides 
Team Kahoot Review 
Motion Graph Scavenger Hunt or finish with Kinematics 
Pictionary challenge 
 

Or consider Graphing Stories handout 

● 1D Motion Day 9  

 Day 10 - Evaluate 
 

Graphing Motion Test 
 
1st 6 weeks Study Guide  

P.4A Generate and interpret graphs and 
charts describing different types of 
motion, including the use of real-time 
technology such as motion detectors or 
photogates. 

 

Day 11-Engage/explore Bellringer: a = (vf-vi)/t       solve for vf     SADMEP 
 
show d=vt     (d=1/2 (v0+vf )t) and v=v0+at     have students 
simplify and combine. Then show how we get to d=v0t+1/2at2 
 
Use slides to work through Algebraic Kinematics Primer 
  
Check & solve for each variable  
Homework: Khanacademy Setting up problems with constant 
acceleration 
Kinematic formulas in 1 dimension (Wait till after free-fall till 
assigning) 

1D Motion Day 11  

Day 12 Explain Objective: We will work with combining kinematic formulas to 
find the relevant value. 
 
Explain  
Calculating Acceleration Assign partners of students one 
problem to work through as per the examples. Once students 
have solved and received approval, students share problems. 
 
homework p. 72 # 24-26 p. 74 #28-31 
extra practice: Assign practice problems on pg 69. 16-19 

● 1D Motion Day 12  

Day 13  
Elaborate 

College & Career Day 
 
Review Homework 
Partner Algebra Practice 
Work on Study Guides 
● Show quick slides of rearranging equation rules 
Pair up students. Have one student create a formula and then 
hand the board to another student to solve. 

1D Motion Day 13  

https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/1-D-Kinematics/Two-Stage-Rocket/Two-Stage-Rocket-Interactive
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/1-D-Kinematics/Two-Stage-Rocket/Two-Stage-Rocket-Interactive
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sBitIsZxGfUU-i6Ylr7j8hgX0M-boSw0e1UNaSAD1jI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_39HbqzP0xt1ky53X99AqSXmK9VGGfFP_A7-58GqH_s
http://phyz.org/phyz/BOP/1-MOTION/J-Alg_Kin_Primer.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15PTqy2fVjEbinCNSnNsUFPHguQ42vSroIquw65VcayQ/edit#slide=id.g3ddb978909_0_65
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vZ7YoU97asse4IrCY43WCHgkj8zL0xexsh520XjYNEM/edit#slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_pmrkURt1jgMJpF_L27Cypx0_ZqRW0-FUndr-Lvb0Bk/edit#slide=id.p1


 
1st prompt: It must have 1 addition sign 
2nd prompt: It must have a square and 2 equals signs…. 
 
Work on Study Guide 

 
Day 14 - 
Engage/ Explore 

Objective: We will relate freefalling objects to our previous work 
with acceleration. 

 
 
FreeFall Notes Handout (Physics Classroom) (revise the back 
page to include egg tossed straight up next to a cliff @30 m/s 
and an egg thrown straight down @ 30 m/s next to a cliff. Draw 
velocity vectors for the next consecutive seconds to show the 
difference) 
 
● DEMO: Ask students  which will hit the ground first: piece of 

paper or book? Drop them. now put paper on top of book 
and drop.   Now drop piece of paper and balled up paper. 
Why did one reach the ground first?  
Practice isolating variables in kinematic equations. 

 
Toss ball in air: say it has an initial velocity of +29.4 m/s. Ask 
what the velocity is after 1 s? 18.6 m/s What about after 2 s? 
9.8 m/s   What about after 3  sec? 0. At the top, the velocity is 
what? and what is the acceleration. 
Practice problems on page 72 
Engage: 

● Demonstate Freefall; MH video and/or ppt concepts of 
acceleration and velocity due to gravity. Felix Baumgartner 
outer space free fall or other. What variables must be 
constant for the divers to fall simultaneously?  

●  
 

Reaction time Lab Reaction Time Lab  Reaction time lab. 
Collect all data. Students compile class data. As class 
brainstorm analysis questions regarding reaction time (such as 
girls vs. boys, vision ability, age, hair color) Students create 1 
graph each for data. Focus on measurement of dependent 
variable (time and distance then calculated to speed) while 
introducing independent variables after data collection and 
determine affect/nonaffect of stated variables. Complete 
conclusion in Notebook from collected data available on teacher 
website. 

1D Motion Day 14 
Feefall Slides  
● Freefall demo 
● https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=HrqXTHCGVEo 
● https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=FHtvDA0W34I  
 

Day 15-Extend Review Graphing Test 
Begin Marble Drop into CV Car Lab (See physicsclassroom Lab 
K10) 
 

● 1D Motion Day 15  

Day 16-Explain/Extend Complete Marble Drop into CV Car Lab 

Students review study guide solutions for homework. Prepare 
questions for tomorrow.  

1D Motion Day 16   

https://www.physicsclassroom.com/curriculum/1Dkin/Free-Fall
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1D65gQjE2z4PGCDihL3VBeZWrfVCR1f3yL38Kt51IIMU/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1r7ewx_izZXWRQGZqqK6yGRdKffmim0WwOyo9LQYvkwM/edit#slide=id.g3dddcae605_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1r7ewx_izZXWRQGZqqK6yGRdKffmim0WwOyo9LQYvkwM/edit#slide=id.g3dddcae605_0_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrqXTHCGVEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrqXTHCGVEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHtvDA0W34I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHtvDA0W34I
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18dY5LcoUdvmjJGvVe6Cp3sAiaVGEd2ygCCvzlnDmd8g/edit#slide=id.g42633e7660_1_4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gQfwUAuniYeO4Rr9p0WzDOTHmYgubc9-2wMgCdQEt48/edit#slide=id.g427ad001e4_0_2


Day 17-Engage/Extend 
 

Bellringer: You are cruising along the street at 5 m/s. What’s 
your acceleration? 
Answer questions from the review 
Graphing Stories 

 

This bad guy is drives away on his motorcycle with an 
initial velocity VM while the Black Panther is chasin’ ‘em 
down with an initial velocity VP. The Black Panther started 
off a distance X behind the motorcycle. It takes him T 
seconds to catch up and rip the guy’s back wheel off. 
Discuss how each of the variables effects T. 
 
VM  VP   X 
Then make graphs to represent changes 

 

1D Motion Day 17 
(Picture Day)  
 

Day 18-/Extend 
 

Review for 6 weeks Test  
Depending on how far we got in the review yesterday, consider 
graph matching activity with motion sensors. 

1D Motion Review Day  

Day 19- Evaluate/ 
  

6 weeks Test  

Fri Sep 21 2018 Begin 2nd 6 weeks 

Objective: So far we’ve described the motion of individual 
objects. But Kinematics is only good for describing one object. 
We’ll need a new model for understanding interactions between 
objects. Today we will introduce representing interactions 
between objects & practice distinguishing between systems & 
objects. 

 

Bellringer: Distribute Physics Classroom Net force help sheet to 
introduce Friction, Normal, Tension, Gravity, Air resistance. 
Students draw picture to go along with each type of force  
 
Use PPT to introduce force (contact & noncontact) as an 
interaction b/n objects.  
Distribute Dry Erase boards to draw forces on 2 simple 
situations (light soccer ball balanced on head, large stack of 
bricks balanced on head) 

Use stack of bricks as segue to distinguishing between 
objects/systems. Show bozeman science on objects/systems 
(first minute) 

Interactions Worksheet Draw on dry erase boards for students 
to apply thinking about differences in considering objects as part 
of a system or not.  
 
Print Recognizing Forces worksheet, cut out each problem 
number and tape it to a wall/object in the room. Students walk to 
each station and try to identify which forces are present in each 
situation. 
 

Forces Intro Day 
(reorder some of 
activities, check AP day 
1) 
 
Printed worksheet cut 
& taped to wall 
 
5 stations: 1)book on a 
table 
2) ball dropped in the 
air 
● 3)  cart rolling 

down a horizontal 
track at a constant 
speed 

● 4)  anything 
hanging from a 
vertical string 

● 5) same thing 
hanging from 2 
angled strings 

 
P.4D Calculate the effect 
of forces on objects, 
including the law of 
inertia, the relationship 
between force and 
acceleration, and the 
nature of force pairs 
between objects. 
Readiness Standard.  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DbVXmNzeeDtkwpI2pebJQzxICiTvAQkHv54SqtG4hsY/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DbVXmNzeeDtkwpI2pebJQzxICiTvAQkHv54SqtG4hsY/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Ia9g06xcXo6V2kD5UwnXZf9igfF61eAqYrUknK83j6w/edit#slide=id.g42669b0a93_0_0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1imkPBJ3KxPgh1_-0yuvwyVLNxtDlG0Kg4iAI_zhp8JA/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=112542235291360215380
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Mlv32L5nlIVwQglyjUQMTHjmWevXjFeBL3jYb0pRYFY/edit#slide=id.g278bb5bdf0_0_14


Clarify what is not on a FBD (velocity, direction of motion) 
 

The students work in pairs to create situations using a variety of 
materials (balls, books, carts, string) and learn to construct free-body 
diagrams for those situations. The students use whiteboards to draw 
their free-body diagrams. The pairs take turns presenting their board 
to the rest of the class. Each pair displays their diagrams and briefly 
explains their thinking. I encourage the students to challenge each 
other’s claims and support their answers with evidence (scientific 
argumentation).  
 
PPT has another quickdraw activity if time allows. 
 
Show slide & mention Galileo’s (not Newton) idea about if friction 
could be eliminated. Don’t go into detail, just mention that we will 
explore concept tomorrow with bowling ball race.  
 
Closing Task: Illustrate various forces acting on a system & how forces 
would be drawn differently if we consider different objects as part/not 
part of the system of interest. 

extra options Graph Matching Pocketlab Matching activity (just do later parts)  
have students pair up and decide what is alike and what is 
different about both cars 

demo with constant speed & collision cart track the following 
scenarios: what is common between the 2 cars and what is 
different? same speed diff vel 
same speed & vel 
sam avg velocity diff inst vel 
same inst vel diff avg vel  
 
Work thru as a class  41, 44, 45,  assign 51 
 
on page 83 # 74, 76.  
 
79,  82,     83*,   85** ,  87* 
 
Objective: Students will work together to complete a car/ramp 
lab to measure speed and acceleration.  
 
Complete graphing from Car and Ramp. Notebook response 
about applications of photogates. Focus on Acceleration by 
creating classroom track and placing photogates along track to 
measure times/record times. Students predict, explain 
predictions then measure and compare with actual results. 
Discuss correlations between track lengths with acceleration vs. 
constant speed/velocity and explain factors that 
predictions/results or disprove. Respond in Notebook 
Explore: 
 
If you are going to be absent for Car & Ramp lab, your alternate 
assignment is the following problems: p. 67 #14-15, p. 82 
#53-57  
 
Possible extra credit: Research the max acceleration a human 
body can withstand without blacking out. Discuss how this 
impacts the design of three common entertainment or 
transportation devices. 

 

 

https://www.thepocketlab.com/educators/lesson/linear-motion-match-graph-activity


Accommodations for Special Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be 
provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 
504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 


